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SETTING YOUR 
CONTENT PRIORITIES



How do we translate 
institutional aspirations 

to actionable 
communications 

priorities?



Defining Content Priorities



Defining Content Priorities



Defining Content Priorities



Defining Content Priorities

Target audiences 
for communications Desired actions Desired feelings

Institutional 
Priority A

Institutional 
Priority B

Institutional 
Priority C



Pocket Content Strategy

The goal of the content strategy “mad lib” exercise is 

to surface priorities and begin achieving consensus on 

an overarching content strategy for your marketing 

platforms.



Our organization publishes content that is __________, __________, and 

__________ about __________, __________, __________, targeting 

__________, __________ and __________, in order to help us accomplish

__________, __________, and __________.

adjective adjective

adjective topic topic topic

audience audience audience

objective objective objective
Source: Sara Wachter-Boettcher / Meghan Casey



Pocket Content Strategy

Gut reaction: Does this feel true? Anything missing or off-base?

Gap analysis: Think about content — any content — you have 

published recently or is slated to be published soon. 

● Which pieces align? Which are not aligned? 

● Which priorities or messages are not being communicated? Are 

any being over-emphasized?



SHAPING YOUR 
EDITORIAL PROCESS



Redefining “story”



Story-First Approach

Platform

Story Story Story

Story

Platform Platform Platform

A story is not a product residing within a platform — it is a seed informing 
various products (articles, videos, etc.) created across a range of platforms.



Post to Facebook 
with topical angle

Include note in 
campus email

Incorporate 
into topical 
feature story

Promote & 
link to feature 
via IG story

Evergreen 
uses (e.g. 
viewbook, 
research 
page on 
website)

Student has 
notable 
research 
experience

Promotional Lifecycle of a Story



Content planning 
approaches



Effective content 
planning lives at 
the intersection 
of process, tools, 

and strategy.



Content Planning 

How do you account for requests from across the institution (reactive) 

while considering strategic communications opportunities (proactive)?

Strategic / Proactive
        
        75% of capacity

Reactive

25% of capacity

● Align content decisions to institutional priorities, 
audience needs, communications and brand objectives

● Socialize strategy across campus

Provide content 
criteria and set 
publishing 
expectations via 
request forms 



Responding to coverage requests

Does this relate to a 
major organizational 
announcement or 
initiative? 

Does this story 
strongly relate to 
one or more brand 
pillars?

“Okay, we’re 
interested in 
covering this story.”

YES

YES
NO

Is it timely?

“Thanks, we’ll keep 
this in mind for the 
future! What else do 
you have going on?”

YES

NO

“This isn’t right for the 
website, but what else do 
you have going on?” OR “It 
might work on social.”

NO

START HERE



Content Planning — Editorial Calendar

● Plan, schedule, and organize digital content publishing.

● Track story ideas, deadlines, workflow, and generally facilitate 

day-to-day editorial decision-making.

● Work as an online complement to offline editorial meetings, allowing 

communicators a place to list, organize, and prioritize content and not 

use valuable meeting time to repeat those details. 

● Create consolidated internal awareness of cross-platform activity

● Serve as institutional publication history, tracking content performance 

and recurring themes to inform future editorial decision-making



Content Planning — Editorial Calendar

1. By including columns for brand pillars and tags in an editorial calendar spreadsheet, you can use 

filters, pivot tables, and charts to see the balance of themes over time. 

2. Keep a “parking lot” of ideas that may get picked up in the future

3. Consider including notable content outcomes to inform future editorial planning

BRAND MESSAGESWORKFLOW 
DEADLINESTITLE/TOPIC

STATUS AUDIENCES

TEAM 
ASSIGNMENTS

CONTENT/MEDIA NEEDS 
AND/OR SOURCE

CROSS-PROMOTION 
OPPORTUNITY

PLATFORMS

TAXONOMY TAGS

PRO TIPS



Content Planning — Editorial Meeting

An editorial meeting is a collaborative effort where you share 

ideas and plan efforts as a team. It is not simply assigning tasks 

to be done but working together to define the path forward.

● Share outcomes and measurement from previous efforts

● Review and score story ideas

● Identify relevant platform(s), schedule content creation, and 

allocate tasks to staff



Content Scoring

Story Goal 1 Goal 2
Primary 

Audience
Message 1 Message 2 Total

A

B

C

3 = High Alignment
2 = Medium Alignment
1 = Low Alignment

Source: The Content Strategy Toolkit



Content Idea Matrix

Message 1 Message 2 Message 3 Message 4

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3



Content Idea Matrix

Message 1 Message 2 Message 3 Message 4

Goal 1 High High Low High

Goal 2 High Med Med Low

Goal 3 Low Med Med Low



Omnichannel Strategy

How do you set criteria for what you publish on a given platform?

● Institutional priorities & goals

● Relevance to target audience

● Alignment to key messages

● Appropriate for the medium/format

You may not have the resources to do everything everywhere — and 

it may not be appropriate to do that anyway. That’s OK — focus and 

prioritize your efforts to maximize impact.



Platform Inventory
Gain more shared awareness around your existing platforms 

by documenting the following for each:

● Purpose/goals

○ Desired action(s) by reader

○ Success metrics

● Top audience(s)

● Content formats)

● Optimal topics/themes 

● Promotional strategy

● Owners/influencers (RACI)

○ Current workflow for production & promotion



Story Platform

Purpose What action or understanding are 
we hoping this story will motivate?

What is the primary purpose of this 
platform? (e.g. drive brand 
awareness, support recruitment)

Top audience Who is our primary audience for 
this story?

Who is our primary audience here?

Format(s) What content format will best 
support this story, given the 
defined purpose and audience?

What content format works best 
here? (e.g. video, photo, short text, 
longform article?)

Key topics/themes What topics does this story reflect? What topics perform well here?

Content Planning — Omnichannel 



Content Planning — Omnichannel 

FACEBOOK
● Purpose
● Top audience
● Format(s)
● Key topics/themesSTORY IDEA

● Purpose
● Top audience
● Format(s)
● Key topics/themes INSTAGRAM

● Purpose
● Top audience
● Format(s)
● Key topics/themes

NEWS SITE
● Purpose
● Top audience
● Format(s)
● Key topics/themes

YOUTUBE
● Purpose
● Top audience
● Format(s)
● Key topics/themes

Seek alignment between the core elements of your story and the focus of your platforms 



Content Planning — Omnichannel

FACEBOOK
● Purpose
● Top audience
● Format(s)
● Key topics/themesSTORY IDEA

● Purpose
● Top audience
● Format(s)
● Key topics/themes INSTAGRAM

● Purpose
● Top audience
● Format(s)
● Key topics/themes

NEWS SITE
● Purpose
● Top audience
● Format(s)
● Key topics/themes

YOUTUBE
● Purpose
● Top audience
● Format(s)
● Key topics/themes

SHARED CONTENT NEEDS
(customize to platform specs)
● Photo and/or video 
● Writing
● Measurement 

planning

Seek alignment between the core elements of your story and the focus of your platforms 



DRIVING SUCCESS 
THROUGH MEASUREMENT



The value of content is 
defined by how successful it 
is in achieving its purpose. 



The importance of measurement

● Answer questions about content

● Confirm content effectiveness & reconsider ineffective efforts

● Validate qualitative analysis

● See user patterns over time

● Make informed content decisions, better serving user needs and 

organizational goals  

● Offers externally-sourced data amidst internal flux

● Consider the context in which measurement data is gathered



Content Lifecycle



Business Objectives What business goals does your content support?

Marketing Goals How does your content support your marketing plan, and at 
what stages in the decision journey (i.e. funnel)?

Audience Who is your primary audience (pick one)? Who is secondary?

Conversion Goals What actions do you want people to take?

KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) What relevant metrics can help measure goals over time?

Targets How do you rate success?

Segments What visitor attributes will provide meaningful insights?



Stories can be 
measured 
across their 
promotional 
lifecycle

Facebook

Email Newsletter

Homepage

YouTube

Instagram 
Posts/Stories

Intranet

Story

● Views
● Time on page
● Bounce rate

● Clickthrus

● Views
● Time on page
● Bounce rate

● Views
● %/duration watched
● Engagement

● Engagement
● Reach
● Referrals

● Engagement
● Reach
● Referrals

PRO TIP: CAMPAIGN (UTM) 

TAGS APPENDED TO A URL 

CAN TRACK OMNICHANNEL 

CONTENT OUTCOMES 



Measuring Success



Thank you!
georgy@oho.com

sarah@oho.com 

mailto:georgy@oho.com
mailto:sarah@oho.com

